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Introduction

Field-based learning involves two equally important experiences: work in a community field site and work in a peer group seminar that structures theological/ethical reflection related to the events of the work site. The mere fact of working at an internship is not enough to create learning. It is only through the process of critical reflection on experience and theological reflection that field work becomes field education. This class is designed to broaden and to deepen your analytic perspective on your field site context and your role as a professional (a religious leader for social change) in it. In your internship you will be learning specific skills for community ministry. But more importantly, you will be learning how to think and learn in a praxis way, that is, allowing situations of practice to deepen and challenge your academic knowledge about theology/ethics/spirituality, and allowing your academic knowledge to deepen and challenge your ministerial practices.

OBJECTIVES:

The goals of the internship and theological reflections experiences are:

- to develop praxis learning skills that will serve a professional community ministry vocation;
- to develop specific skills necessary to the successful implementation of a specific ministry/leadership for social change;
- to integrate classroom-based learning with field-based learning;
- to make use of and to participate in a peer learning experience;
- to reflect about your professional boundaries in leadership and your code of ethics;
- to explore how your spirituality, theology and ethics are enriched and challenged by the concrete experiences in your internships;
• to explore how ongoing "ECO work" can strengthen your leadership;
• to establish a practice of self-care that will make community ministry sustainable.

**LEARNING OUTCOMES:**
Through this course students will:
• strengthen their ability to integrate their academic study with community oriented praxis;
• develop greater insight and articulation about their own vision for leadership and their particular leadership style;
• strengthen their ability to understand the social location, culture and theology/philosophy of their sites;
• learn practices for theological reflection that can sustain them in their future work;
• learn the importance of peer support groups in the ongoing practice of ministry;
• be familiar with important questions in professional ethics;
• develop writing material on their vision for leadership that they can use in the future as they apply for positions in their field;
• deepen their ability to be spiritually grounded and practice self-care even in challenging leadership positions.

**Field Sites**

Before starting your internship in the internship of your choice you should have met with your supervisor to discuss and sign your learning agreement. **Should any problems or concerns occur in the field site it is essential that you inform immediately Dr. Lettini, Director of Public Ministry.** In most cases she can assist you in working through the issue to a satisfactory conclusion.

**Supervision:**

In your field experience you can expect supportive interaction with a person or panel of people who are seasoned practitioners in different forms of leadership for social change. Since supervision is teaching, these persons will have an interest both in getting a particular job done and in nurturing your spiritual and professional growth through reflection on these experiences so as to identify their meanings and significance for your formation.

You can expect that a supervisor will:
• provide half/one hour of focused supervisory time each week;
• help you to clarify your learning goals for the experience;
• be a source of entree and legitimation in the site;
• function as an evaluator of your contribution, offering both positive affirmation and constructive critique of your effectiveness and appropriateness in the context.

Your supervisors, along with the Director of Public Ministry and your seminar colleagues, are all partners with you in this educational process. It is to your advantage to make the most of your time in supervision.
**Seminar Class**

In addition to work at the field site and with the supervisor, this seminar provides structured theological reflection on the events of the field site, on your spiritual/theological journey in relation to your internship, and on the development of identity as a religious leader for social change. There are two goals of the educational experience of this seminar:

- Spiritual Identity Formation for Religious Leadership for Social Change and Its Pragmatic Tasks
- Integration of the site experience with the academic work done in all SKSM Thresholds: interdisciplinarity and "permeable walls"

In the seminar you will have an experience of collaborative learning with your peers. The learning of the seminar lies precisely in the participation of all group members in bringing to the group key experiences from the field site to be examined further, and group analysis and theological reflection on the issues present in the event.

ECO Commitment: this seminar is committed to the educational and spiritual mission of SKSM, educating to Counter Oppressions and Build Just and Sustainable Communities. We will explore how these issues are embodied in your ministry and how you are struggling and growing in your ECO work through the internship and the class.

**TOPICS:**

We will concentrate on the following topics:

- **YOUR VISION FOR RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP FOR SOCIAL CHANGE**
- **THE PROCESS OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION ON EXPERIENCE**
- **SOCIAL ANALYSIS OF FIELD SITE CONTEXT/S**
- **THEOLOGIES/PHILOSOPHIES OF MINISTRY**
- **PROFESSIONAL ETHICS**
- **SPIRITUAL GROUNDING AND SELF CARE**

It is important to know that the work of the seminar is not merely supplementary to one’s work in a field setting. Rather, the topics of the seminar are intended to become an integral part of the field experience. Vocational clarity, theological reflection and social analysis skills, and a clear understanding of your theology/philosophy of ministry are essential tools of ministerial competence.
QUESTIONS WE WILL EXPLORE:

What does it mean to become competent as a spiritual leader for social change?

In order to be an effective minister, in the broadest definition of ministry, the question of identity is central. Why am I doing this work? What convictions are given expression through this work? Who am I as a religious leader? How can I serve the "sacred" and the human community with the gifts that I have been given? We will answer these types of questions through our interactive reflection on our field site experiences, our faith, our intellectual learning, and our communities.

An essential aspect of effectiveness in religious leadership for social change is the ability to reflect upon one's experiences from an intentionally theological/spiritual perspective. How does the practical decision that I am making make theological/spiritual/ethical sense? How does my seminary education relate to my field experience? How does my experience in my field site challenge, affirm and form my theological voice? Learning the process of theological reflection will help us answer these questions.

Along with a clear sense of vocational identity and theological reflection skills, effective religious leaders must also have a clear sense of the identity of the community in which they minister. In order to know community ministers must listen carefully to the dynamic interaction between community, social structures, culture and faith. In short, an effective religious leader must understand the social analysis of the site context.

Another important factor for effective ministry from a religious perspective is a clear understanding of your theology/philosophy of "ministry" (from a spiritual or secular tradition). An awareness of your spiritual and theological foundations allows your ministerial action to connect to your spiritual beliefs coherently. The process of theological reflection on experience will help you to make these important connections. It is essential to ministerial integrity that what we say we stand for and our actions are consistent and credible. If your site grounds itself in another kind of tradition, either religious or secular, it is important as well that you understand its spiritual or philosophical foundations.

Thus, this seminar focuses on the development of a clear awareness of vocational call, the development of theological reflection skills, the development of an understanding of the social analysis of the field site, and knowledge of the key elements of your theology/philosophy of ministry. These topics will be discerned through online discussion, readings, writings and the interaction of the experiences of the field site. It seeks to assist students in answering the following questions:

- Who am I in ministry/spiritual leadership for social change? What is my vocational identity?
- What is theological reflection and how is it important for ministry?
- Who are the people who make up this site? What are their concerns? Who am I in relation to the people of this site?
- What is the theology or philosophy of ministry that comes from this site and is appropriate to this site?
- In dialogue with your religious tradition, your ministerial experience, and your field site
supervisor, what is your understanding and articulation of your theology of ministry?

- What is professional conduct in spiritual ministry for social change? What guidelines and values help you address ethical issues in your internship?
- What are the boundaries of your role? In what ways does your personal life intersect with your professional life? How do you appropriately get your needs met? What are the appropriate boundaries for relationships with co-workers, parishioners, employees, or clients?
- What are some ethical principles appropriate and necessary for your different kinds of religious ministries?

READINGS:

REQUIRED:


Theological Reflection


SUGGESTED:

Social Analysis

Organizing

Suggested Readings

Organizing


UU Theology of Ministry
- Additional readings may be assigned in relation to specific issues encountered by the students.

Course Requirements:

A. From the Internship Site

1) Numbers of hours work per week at the site as in Learning Agreement

2) One hour of supervision weekly

3) Supervisor’s end of semester written evaluation - Due: December 13

4) Student’s end of semester evaluation - DUE: December 13

B. From the Seminar Class:

1) Careful reading of assigned texts.

2) A written reflection of 5 pages in which you articulate, as clearly as you are able, your understanding of yourself as a religious leader for social change at this moment. This paper should include your personal understanding of your vocational call, along with research from either an interview with a community ministry professional, on his/her sense of call, or one biography of a call/vocation experience. State the ways in which your interview and your biographical reading the other person’s sense of call has influenced your understanding of your own call to spiritual leadership. See the attached handout for a more thorough explanation of this assignment.

DUE: October 2

3) Theological reflection journals: 2 entries, each approximately 3 pages, that record a process of theological reflection on a specific issue/event encountered/occurred at the site.

Here are some suggestions for theological reflection processes:

• In The Art of Theological Reflection, the authors list nine processes for in-depth theological reflection (pages 87-109). Pick one process and work through it.
See handouts.

DUE: October 16 and November 6

5) A 7-10 page paper articulating your understanding of religious leadership for social change in dialogue with your spiritual tradition/s and the ways in which it operates or does not operate in your site. In this paper you want to consider the ways in which your religious tradition/s understand religious leadership or social change and the ways in which that understanding is in dialogue with the community and values at your field site context.

DUE: December 4

CALENDAR

September 4, Discussion of film, Whale Rider

September 11, Brueggemann, Walter, Hope Within History, Chapters 1 & 2

September 18, Pui-lan, Kwok, Postcolonial Imagination and Feminist Theology, Introduction & Chapter 1

September 25, Mollenkott, Virginia Ramey, Omnimgender: A Trans-Religious Approach, pp. 8-18, Hipster, B.K., God is a Many Gendered Thing: An Apophatic Journey to Pastoral Diversity in Trans/Formations, Althaus-Reid, Marcella and Isherwood, Lisa, eds.

October 2 Papers due, discussion of papers  
 **Paper due**

October 9, Brueggemann, Chapters 3 & 4

October 16, Pui-lan, Chapters 2 & 3  
 **Paper due**

3. October 23, **Reading Week, No Class**

7. October 30, Pui-lan, Chapters 4 & 5

8. November 6, Pui-lan, Chapters 6 & 7  
 **Paper due**
9. November 13, Pui-lan, Chapters 8 & 9

10. November 20, Brueggemann, Chapter 5

11. November 27, Thanksgiving/grieving **No Class**
APPENDIX I

Autobiography/Biography Assignment

Prepare by interacting first with someone’s call story or sense of vocation: either interviewing someone that inspires you or reading a biographical story. This assignment is a central component for writing your paper on your own vocational call. The person you chose will be, in a way, your companion for the semester as you reflect upon spiritual journey, call and vocation. This exercise is about articulating where you are now: wherever you are is fine.

Interviews:

Interview a person who understands hir work to be a form of religious leadership for social change. We will discuss a set of questions as a group. After the interview, make some notes on what you found out, including the answers the person gave, and perhaps some questions or insights the interview raised for you. How did you identify with this person, and in what ways could you not identify? Did this interview affirm, change or challenge your previous understanding of religious leadership for social change?

Alternative:

Reading:

Pick a biography/autobiography to read in which the main character considers hir spiritual journey and vocational call. A list distributed in class will suggest some possibilities; you may have other interests, so feel free to read what interests you. In your reflection upon the story consider your revelations and frustrations with this story and this person. Reflect upon the meaning of vocation for this person as revealed in the biography/autobiography. What was the most vivid scene for you in this person’s story? Why? What are hir strengths? Hir limitations or weaknesses? How would you live your life differently or similarly? In what way is your understanding of who you are called to be and what you are called to do the same or different from your companion?